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Complex Radiological Findings in
Congenital Pseudarthrosis of the Tibia
Abstract
Objective: To study changes of bone and soft tissues in patients with congenital
pseudoarthrosis by MSCT and MRI.
Methods: We studied condition of bone and soft tissues at the site of congenital
pseudoarthrosis of the tibia before commencing treatment, using radiographic
methods- multi slice computed tomography (MSCT), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) in order to make prognosis of treatment outcome and recurrence of the
disease.
Results: 25 patients with congenital pseudoarthrosis of the tibia (CPT) in the age
group 8 to 40 years were examined by above mentioned radiographic methods,
multi slice computed tomography (MSCT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
before treatment and after recurrence. The peculiarities and changes in structure of
tibial and fibular cortex, periosteum and muscles at the site of pseudoarthrosis. We
derived at complex findings and changes that cause recurrence, of pseudarthrosis
after deformity correction, or treatment. We developed criteria for evaluation of
bone quality in patients with CPT.
Conclusion: Structural changes in the soft tissue and the bone at the site of CPT,
detected by MRI and MSCT, allow for rather precise interpretation of condition of
bone, periosteum, muscles during various stages of treatment and this information
can be used to choose appropriate technique and methods of treatment.
Keywords: Pseudarthrosis; Tibia; Multi Slice Computed Tomography (MSCT);
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Key Points
•

Use of MSCT and MRI for study of pseudoarthrosis made it possible to
determine complex changes of bone and soft tissues.

•

Changes of the tibia in patients with CPT were described as “Complex
changes of CPT”.

•

Criteria for evaluation of bone quality in patients with CPT were introduced.
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Introduction
Congenital pseudoarthrosis of the tibia (CPT) remains one of
the most complicated and rare condition, and this pathology
still remains the subject of focus for many specialists, because
complicated long and multi-stage surgical treatment and poor
outcomes in 20-50% of cases [1-7]. Indisputable success was
achieved in reconstructive and restorative surgical treatment of

CPT but orthopaedic surgeons are still not satisfied with longterm results of rehabilitation and high risk of recurrence [8-12].
Efficiency of new methods of treatment (bone morphogenetic
protein, stromal cell bone marrow grafts, induced membrane
technique) still requires confirmation [13-23]. According to the
literature neurofibromatosis type I, occurs only in 40-55% of
congenital pseudoarthrosis cases and cannot be considered
the only cause of the disease [24-26]. According to data of
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some authors, the cause of obstinate bone defect at the site of
pseudoarthrosis is osteolytic activity of thickened periosteum
with pathological structure [27-30]. According to morphological
studies of Cho et al. cell contents at the site of congenital
pseudarthrosis (fibrous hamartoma) is supported by several
mesenchymal phenotypes of cell line; and osteoblasts are not
differentiated under influence of bone morphogenetic proteins
(BMP) [31]. It is very important to understand bone quality at the
site of CPT; however, it should be more important to understand
the degree and extension of the pathologic process in CPT and
other conditions before the surgery. Only the method of multi
slice computed tomography (MSCT) and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) make it is possible to study character of bone,
periosteum and muscles before surgical intervention [32-39].
Limited works on modern radiographic diagnostic methods of
CPT do not allow us to evaluate the role and contribution of
MSCT and MRI into solving the problem of CPT recurrence [40].

Materials and Methods
Subjects
The work is based on the study of results of treatment and
examination of 25 patients with CPT, among them 11 were females,
14–males. In 93% of patients CPT was located in the lower third
of the tibia. In most of the cases, etiology of CPT was associated
with neurofibromatosis type 1 (46%), in 23%-fibrous dysplasia
and in 31%-was idiopathic. In one case the pseudoarthrosis
was located at two levels; in another case location of CPT was
on bilateral limbs. Various tibial deformities were present in
all patients (procurvatum–115 ± 38°, vs. deformity–154 ± 27°).
Only 13% of patients could bear weight on the affected limb.
Average shortening of the segment by the time of beginning of
treatment at RISC “RTO” was 7.4 ± 4.2 cm. In 89.1% of cases CPT
was referred to type IV by Crawford [41]. Before admission to
hospital 12 patients underwent single surgery (27%). 11 patients
underwent two to five surgeries. Two patients underwent six to
eight surgeries, prior to the treatment at RISC “RTO”.

Methods of treatment
The main goal of treatment of CPT was restoration of anatomic
and functional capabilities of the affected limb. The patients
underwent four types of osteosynthesis. Group-I- monolocal
compression osteosynthesis with Ilizarov fixator, without
lengthening of the segment was done in 7 patients. Group- II
bilocal compression-distraction osteosynthesis with simultaneous
lengthening of the proximal fragment in 6 patients. Group-III a
combination of Ilizarov fixator and intramedullary osteosynthesis
in 5 patients. Group-IV were treated using technology combining
the method of inductive membrane Masquelet and Ilizarov bone
transport. Analysis of treatment results of patients with CPT
indicates that Ilizarov technique of transosseous osteosynthesis
in combination with intramedullary osteosynthesis provides
more reliable clinical result.

Methods of examination
Radiography: Radiography of the tibia was done in 25 patients
with congenital pseudoarthrosis of the tibia (CPT) ranging in
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age from 8 to 40 years before and after treatment and after
recurrence.
Сomputed tomography: The studies were performed using
computer tomographs GE Lihgt Speed VCT (GE Medical Systems,
Wisconsin, USA), Toshiba Aquilion-64 (Toshiba Medical Systems
corporation, Otawara, Toshigi 324-8550, Japan). The study began
with the topogram of the segment in AP view. Processing of axial
slices was done in the mode of multiplanar reconstruction in
frontal and sagittal planes. We studied peculiarities of roentgenmorphology and conducted quantitative evaluation of indices
of tibial and fibular density at the site of pseudoarthrosis in
Hounsfield units (HU). We performed analysis of topographicanatomic changes in mode 3D-reconstruction with bone and
soft-tissue filters of working stations.
Magnetic resonance imaging: 20 patients were examined by MRI
method. The study was done on MRI tomograph MAGNETON
Symphony syngo MR 1.5 Тс (SIEMENS AG, Munchen, Germany).
The study was done in the mode T2 tse (in coronal plane), T2 tse fs
(in coronal plane), Т1 fl 2d (coronal plane), T1 se (sagittal plane).

Statistical processing of results
For statistical analysis we used statistic software Attestat. Mean
value and standard deviation were calculated for indices of
density in the distal part of the tibia in patients with recurrences
and without recurrences. Student t-test was used to calculate the
value of differences in density in two groups of patients. Critical
level of significance when checking statistical hypotheses was
equal to р<0.05, where р–level of significance of these criteria.
All results were represented as M ± σ, where М – sample average,
σ- sample standard deviation [42].

Results
Roentgenography, MSCT, MRI were used to study structure
(architecture) of bone at the site of pseudoarthrosis.
Roentgenography data was used to classify the pseudoarthrosis
and study its location, bone deformity and condition of adjacent
joints. MSCT allowed us to reveal fine structural changes in
the site of pseudoarthrosis, determine bone density, condition
of cortex, its thickness. According to MRI data, the thickness
of the periosteum and muscles was measured, and the state
of the bone marrow was assessed. The study allowed us to
divide the patients into groups according to Crawford, 1986.
The most severe changes with deformity, pathological fracture,
pseudoarthrosis, affected tibia and fibula were observed in 23
patients (type IV) (Figure 1).
In two patients the changes were referred to type I (deformity
of the tibia with increase of cortical layer density) and type II–
(deformity with narrow sclerotic marrow canal) (Figure 2).
MRI showed diffuse swelling of soft tissues, hypotrophy of
muscles on the anterior surface, thickening of the periosteum,
narrowed medullary canal with changed signals. Study of
axial sections in patients with CPT in the area adjacent to the
pseudoarthrosis showed in the majority of cases thickening of
the cortex, narrowing of the medullary canal, its eburnation. MRI
visualized soft tissue structures at the site of pseudoarthrosis. In
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case of significant shortening of the tibia the soft tissues were
deformed.
Use of special processing of the work station revealed structure of
cortex of the tibia and end plates at the site of the pseudoarthrosis,
which were not quite clearly visualized on regular axial slices
or MPR. The applied technique of data processing allowed us
to visualize the osteon layer, which had smaller thickness and
was not visualized over the length of 2.5-4.5 cm. There were
thickened bone trabeculae, irregularly positioned in the site of
distal epiphysis and talus. The cortex on the border with the
pseudoarthrosis was deformed and it did not have clear threezone structure (Figure 3).
Distal third of the tibia and fibula were deformed; medullary
canal of the tibia was not visible and was filled up with bone
tissue coinciding in density with the osteon layer of the cortex.
Density of the tibia at the site of sclerotic fragments forming the
pseudoarthrosis varied significantly (from 1292 to 1976 HU). It
is associated with the varying trabecular structure in this site;
it can be clearly seen in the MPR and VRT. The most significant
changes of architecture of the bone, in parts adjacent to the part
forming the pseudoarthrosis were characteristic in patients with
repeated recurrence of CPT. Significant structural disorders were
observed along with significant anatomic changes. Architecture
of the distal fragment was significantly changed. Cortex at
some of the involed sites was not formed and did not have
clear borders. Use of MSCT allowed us to receive preoperative
data on anatomical and structural characteristics of bone in
the site of pseudoarthrosis (Figure 4). Resorption sites were
clearly visualized as a peculiar “lacelike” picture, indicating intertrabecular defects.
Density of the cortex of the three patients in the distal third of
the tibia was decreased, there were sites of resorption; it was
confirmed by experimental data W. Wang, 2011 in modelling
neurofibromatosis I type (NF1).
Density of bone in the distal meta-epiphysis, adjacent to the
pseudoarthrosis in the three patients was decreased to 30-70
HU, in other patients it was higher (120, 45 ± 24,71 HU). In certain
sites of metaphysis there was increase of density up to 214.11 ±
41.75 HU (Figure 5).

Figure 1 DMSCT of the tibia of patient with CPT (IV type). Axial
section: Low density of distal epiphysis of the tibia-34
HU (vertical arrow); distal fragment of the fibular
(horizontal arrow) (a); MPR in frontal plane (b); VRT (c)
Site of pseudoarthrosis, arrow; (d) Site of pathological
changes in the bone (oval).
© Under License of Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License
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Study of density and structure of the cortex in the site adjacent
to CPT showed that it did not have characteristic structure, was
thickened, with unclear contours and absence of osteon layer
in the majority of cases. Medullary canal was absent in three
patients and was filled up with bone structures of various density
(Figure 6).
For this purpose, criteria for evaluation of bone quality in patients
with CPT were introduced (considering changes in the site of
pseudoarthrosis) (Table 1).

Discussion
Use of MSCT and MRI for study of pseudoarthrosis before
treatment and after recurrence allowed us to observe anatomic
changes (deformity, shortening) of the cortex, medulary canal,
adjacent parts of the tibia and fibula, condition of periosteum.
Fibrous tissue observed at the site of pseudoarthrosis and
changed structure of periosteum was undoubtedly, the key
to the pathology, possibly, due to decrease of osteogenic

Figure 2 MSCT of the tibia of patient with CPT (I type). Axial
section: Higher density of the tibial cortex proximally
to the pseudoarthrosis-points 3, 4 (a); MPR in sagittal
plane. Thickening of the cortex, horizontal arrow;
narrow medullary canal-vertical arrow (b); VRT (c and
d-deformity, arrow).

Figure 3 MSCT of the tibia of patient, 20-years-old. Congenital
pseudoarthrosis of the right tibia, recurrence. VRT,
processing with the filter hardware enhanced (а). Well
visualized structure of cortical (1) and end plates (3).
Osteon layer of the end plate (2), rough-trabecular
structure of the distal fragment of the tibia and talus
(4); b- normal structure of the cortex, (c) Structure
of the cortex in the site of pseudoarthrosis; (d) Site of
pseudoarthrosis.
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Table 1 Evaluation of bone quality at the site of pseudoarthrosis according to MSCT data.
Indices of bone quality evaluation

Criteria for bone quality evaluation
K2
III

K3
IV
Bone marrow canal is filled
Condition of bone marrow canal
Narrowed
Narrowed, eburnation
up with bone and fibrous
structures of various density
Thickened, endosteum
Thickened, endosteum contours
Structure of the cortex
Thickened
contours are unclear, osteon
are unclear in some places
layer is absent
Extension (mm) of disorder of the cortex structure
30
40
50
Density of the cortex at the site of pseudoarthrosis
1200-1300 HU
900-1100 HU
700-900 HU
Very much decreased
Moderately decreased 150- Significantly decreased 110-150
Density and architectonics of the tibia in the distal
60-110 HU
170 HU
HU Complete breakdown of
part
Cluster of bones forming the
Extensive sites of resorption
organotypic structure
ankle joint
Very much decreased
Talus density
95-120 HU
Significantly decreased 85-90 HU
<85 HU
Partial preservation of
arcades, sites of resorption. Absence of two types of arcades,
Complete breakdown of
Density and architectonics of calcaneus
Body: 160-240, calcaneal
sites of resorption.
organotypic structure
tuber 30- 40 HU
Crawford type

K1
II

Figure 4 MSCT of the tibia of 13-years-old patient (a-d).
Congenital pseudoarthrosis of the tibia. VRT (аsignificant osteoporosis in the epiphysis of the fibula and
tibia, inter-trabecular defects; (b and c) closing plates of
tibial fragments). MRI T1se, sagittal plane (d-fibrosis site,
arrow).

Figure 5 Diagram density of the distal part of the tibia in patients
with CPT with recurrences and without recurrences.
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Figure 6 MSCT of the tibia of patient CPT, II type Crawford. VRTvisualization of the cortical layer of the healthy tibia and
on the side of CPT (a); (b) unchanged bone, (c) at the
site of pseudoarthrosis; (d) Patient, 17-years-old, CPT,
II type Crawford, changed bone structure at the site of
pseudoarthrosis, VRT (1- density of the metal implant insitu 3071 HU).

potential and disorders of local vascularization. According to
MRI all patients in the site of pseudoarthrosis had formation
of hamartoma (site of fibrosis varying in size) and thickening of
periosteum. The role of periosteum in pathogenesis of congenital
pseudoarthrosis is not quite clear but considering data about
increased osteolytic activity of periosteum and disorder of its
morphological structure it is possible to suppose its role in
pathogenesis of pseudoarthrosis. Morphological study of the
resected parts of the pseudoarthrosis resulted in revealing such
disorders as «active osteoclastic resorption of the cortex, which
remodelled into a trabecular rather than, not compact type of
structure», presence of immature bone structures with foci of
necrobiosis and necrosis, and also inadequate development of
capillary vessels According to MSCT, structure of the cortical
plate in the pseudoarthrosis does not contain osteon layer and
density of the bone is lower than normal values, especially in
patients with recurrences. Electron microscopy data did not
show significant structural differences of bone and surrounding
soft tissues between CPT secondary to neurofibromatosis I type,
fibrous dysplasia and idiopathic form of pseudoarthrosis [43This article is available in: http://www.imedpub.com/journal-orthopaedic-disorders/
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45]. We also did not observe principal differences in changes of
bone and soft tissues in various etiologies of CPT either; those
depended more on the number of recurrences and previous
surgeries. There is no doubt that our more detailed study of bone
structural changes makes contribution into revealing decrease of
reparative abilities of tibia and fibula during treatment of CPT.
Described changes in the distal part of the tibia in patients with
CPT can be combined into the concept of “complex of findings of
CPT”, which, depending on the severity of the components, allow
us to assess the quality of the bone at the site of pseudoarthrosis
to predict the results of treatment.

Conclusion
In conclusion, modern radiographic diagnostic methods allowed
us to observe and study maximum possible variants, of anatomic
and structural properties of the tibia in patients with congenital
pseudoarthrosis. Possibility of in vivo study of bones and soft
tissues of the tibia plays the important role. Sclerotic bone
fragments, narrow medullary canal or its eburnation, absence
of osteon layer in the structure of the cortex, extensive area of
fibrosis surrounding the site of pseudoarthrosis, changes of soft
tissues explain decrease of osteoblastic potential.
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